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Build stylish and functional furniture from salvaged materials. This innovative guide presents

dozens of strategies for upcycling scrap cardboard, metal, plastic, or wood into dependable

shelving units, sturdy tables, and fun lamps. With directions for 35 easy and inexpensive

projects that include a Cardboard Cantilever Chair, a License Plate Bowl, a Conduit Coatrack,

and much more, you’ll be inspired to start filling your home with unique high-style furniture that

makes sense for both your wallet and the environment.

From the Back CoverThe Maker's Design ManualFrustrated with the waste and disconnect of

consumer culture? Guerilla design -- grassroots, sustainable, handcrafted -- offers an antidote.

Learn how to bypass the status quo by using salvaged materials to make simple chairs, tables,

lamps, and other furnishings that are both functional and beautiful. Guerilla designer Will

Holman presents more than 30 step-by-step projects made from paper, wood, plastic, and

metal, complete with instuctions on how to recycle or repurpose them when you're ready to

move on. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Review"I have a license plate bowl, made

by Will Holman, sitting on a common table. While the aesthetic appeals, it's really there

because it tells a story about where the materials were found and who made it. Learn from one

of the best how to make your furniture tell a story you're proud of." -- Eric J. Wilhelm, PhD,

founder of Instructables.com --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorWill

Holman was educated as an architect at Virginia Tech and Auburn University’s Rural Studio.

He has worked as a designer, craftsman, carpenter, educator, and author. Since 2008, Holman

has published 54 furniture construction how-to articles on Instructables.com. His work has also

been published in the book PlyDesign, in Readymade and Make magazines, Design Observer,

and on several prominent sustainable design websites. He lives and works in Baltimore,

Maryland, where he is currently planning a makerspace for a non-profit development company.

--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Preus, Tadd Cowen, and Theaster Gates Jr.PrefaceGuerilla design is a set of tactics for

building lean, modern furniture out of salvaged materials.U.S. Army Field Manuals are

handbooks for military personnel, published by the Department of Defense. Since World War II,

hundreds of titles have been published, including civilian-friendly topics like first aid and

wilderness survival. Each manual breaks down complex concepts into manageable pieces,

illustrated with simple black-and-white diagrams.The term guerilla — Spanish for “little war” —

was invented in the early nineteenth century. In modern usage, guerilla describes both

insurrectionary warfare and insurgent fighters themselves. Such fighters are tough, resourceful,

and adept at living off the land.Guerilla design, as described in this manual, is a set of tactics

for building lean, modern furniture out of salvaged materials. These techniques are explained

generally and then illustrated with a series of case studies, sorted by material: paper, wood,

plastic, and metal. Each project is presented in detail, with the assumption that materials and

methods will be adapted to conditions in the field.IntroductionThe Education of a

Guerilla“Never design anything that cannot be made.”— Jean ProuvéI graduated with a degree

in architecture from Virginia Tech in May 2007. In June, I packed a van, moved home, and



spent a restless summer unsuccessfully searching for work in Baltimore. In August, I put a

backpack in the backseat of my ’98 Corolla and drove west. I arrived in Cordes Junction,

Arizona, one week later.For the next year I lived at Arcosanti, an experimental community an

hour north of Phoenix. Founded in 1970 by Italian architect Paolo Soleri, Arcosanti is a

prototype arcology, a dense urban system designed to produce its own food and energy. Eager

to learn, I worked in the construction department, welding and pouring concrete, expanding the

city. The wide-open country was gorgeous, the people warm and welcoming. I spent my

Saturdays rooting around Arco’s boneyard, home to 40 years’ worth of construction debris,

scrap metal, scaffolding, and old cars. Dragging fragments back to the workshop, I welded

pieces together to create furniture for my co-op apartment.In the summer of 2008 I headed

back to Baltimore, straight into the nascent headwinds of the Great Recession. I spent the next

year working at a custom cabinetry shop. At night, I sent out résumés and designed my own

projects, hoping the economy would rebound. Architecture firms were devastated by the

housing collapse, work was slow, and nobody was hiring. I put aside my architectural dreams

for a time and concentrated on developing my woodworking skills, tutored by the master

craftsmen at my job. �above: �First Sign. This is my first attempt at road sign furniture, at

Arcosanti.In the spring of 2009 I applied to the Rural Studio. Founded in 1991 by Auburn

University professors Samuel Mockbee and D. K. Ruth, the Rural Studio is an architectural

design-build laboratory in Hale County, Alabama. I was accepted into their Outreach program,

figuring I could wait out the recession for one more year. The studio was (and still is) engaged

in a long-term research project — the 20K House — meant to address the lack of decent low-

income housing in the rural South. After eight months at the drafting board, my teammates and

I built the ninth 20K House in about 50 days. Our client moved in at the end of June and parked

himself on the porch, sitting in a rocking chair I made out of construction scraps. �above: �20K

House. MacArthur Coach sits on the porch of his 20K House in Faunsdale, Alabama.School

over, I looked for jobs across the South — in New Orleans and Birmingham — and back in

Baltimore. Nothing came. I managed to rustle up some renovation work around the small town

of Greensboro, Alabama, where I was living, spending weeks scraping and repainting the old

tin roof on an antebellum home. In late summer I got a job with YouthBuild, a local nonprofit

that taught trade skills to young folks (coupled with GED classes) and paid them a small

stipend for doing work around the community. That year we built a big vegetable garden,

bordered by a fence made of old road signs from the county dump. On the weekends I tinkered

with bending extra signs into chairs.YouthBuild’s grant was cut in June 2011. I was out of work

and in the wind, again. This time, I pointed the Corolla north, to Chicago, with a tiny U-Haul in

tow. But salaried jobs were hard to come by, even in the big city, so I patched together a

freelance career — building furniture, writing articles about woodworking, teaching design to

teenagers, and working for an artist renovating a group of derelict buildings on the South Side.

Many of my friends, co-workers, and former classmates were in the same boat, hustling in a

gig economy where steady work seemed increasingly difficult to find.I recently moved again,

halfway back across the country, to my sixth apartment in as many years. This time, work and

life conspired to land me back in my hometown. Baltimore — like Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit,

or St. Louis — is a rust belt town, scarred by violence, corruption, factory closings, and

population loss. Battered as it may be, Baltimore is unbroken, populated with scrappy artists

and makers who are experts at living on the margins. I’ve taken on a fellowship at a local

nonprofit working to develop space for artists in the Station North district. We are leveraging

cheap real estate and ubiquitous media into a new culture of making, reimagining our industrial

heritage with modern tools.My design sense was shaped by nomadism, recessionary



economics, and the great abundance of America’s waste stream. Over the years, it would have

been easy to furnish my varied apartments with thrift-store finds and big-box buys. Instead, I

looked at each move as a fresh start, a new opportunity to solve a set of old problems: how to

get me, and my stuff, off the floor. With little money, few tools, and improvised workshops, I

shaped my environment out of paper, plastic, wood, and metal. Guerilla Furniture Design is

meant to help you do the same.“You have to find your world of architecture.”— Salahuddin

ChoudhuryGuerilla HistoryGuerilla design — grassroots, sustainable, handcrafted — is not a

product of just the last few years. While the recession and environmental concerns have driven

a recent resurgence in DIY culture, the seeds of self-reliance are deeply rooted in American

history.Native. The American continent was first inhabited by a vast array of native peoples.

Some were roaming hunter-gatherers and others city-building agrarians, but all were engaged

in sophisticated resource management. They extracted all of their food, medicine, and shelter

from their environment without depleting the land. Once the horse was introduced, Plains tribes

became masterful nomads, following herds of bison and seasonal water sources over

thousands of miles. �above: �Native. The tipi is a brilliant design: a structurally stable, wind-

resistant shape wrapped in an insulated tensile membrane — a self-contained dwelling that

can be taken down or set up in a few hours.Colonial. In the period leading up to the American

Revolution, colonists imported manufactured goods from Europe and exported cash crops like

tobacco and timber. This trade reinforced England’s economic dominance over the colonies

while providing Britons with much-needed lumber. Once the Revolution started, American

rebels re-evaluated their dependency on English goods, choosing to make their own furniture,

housewares, and clothes — craft as a form of political protest. �above: �Colonial. While typically

rustic, early American furniture demonstrates sophisticated knowledge of wood species and

joinery techniques. Metal fasteners were expensive, so pioneers used notches, pegs, and

wedges instead.Shaker. In the mid-nineteenth century, religious fervor swept the country as

part of the Great Awakening. Sects splintered off from established churches, and messianic

cells sprung up around the country. The Shakers were founded in England in 1747, reaching

full strength in America a century later with established communities from New York to

Kentucky. Committed to celibacy and ecstatic worship (thus the “shaking”), they supported

themselves through the production of furniture and other goods in the belief that work was a

form of devotion. The Shakers eventually died out (that whole celibacy thing) but their elegant,

minimal furniture has influenced generations of designers. �above: �Shaker. Shaker chairs relied

on drill-and-peg joinery, executed in common hardwoods. Utilitarian pieces often were made of

cheap poplar and finished with milk paint. A hundred years before the Modernists, Shaker

craftsmen were working with common materials and simple joinery to produce spare, refined

furniture.Craftsman. After the industrial revolution, Americans left the countryside and moved to

cities. A certain level of manual competency, once ingrained in the average farm boy, was

forgotten on the factory floor. These trends were worrisome to writer and publisher Elbert

Hubbard who, in 1895, established a community in East Aurora, New York, devoted to the

production of handcrafted furniture, books, clothes, and housewares. Adherents called

themselves Roycrofters, after an antiquarian term for craftsman. �above: �Craftsman. Roycroft

furniture patterns featured right angles and lap joinery. The design sense of the Roycrofters

influenced Frank Lloyd Wright, Gustav Stickley, and the Arts and Crafts style of the early

twentieth century.Modernist. Artist Louise Brigham published Box Furniture in 1909. This

manual for making furniture out of packing crates was startlingly prescient and full of modern

ideas — modularity, recyclability, and material efficiency. Brigham had a rough-edged aesthetic

based on cubic forms and common hardware. The pieces used bypass framing, which



eliminates joinery by simply running adjoining pieces past one another and fastening at the

intersection. Modernist architect Gerrit Rietveld expanded upon Brigham’s ideas in his Red

Blue chair (1923) and Zig-Zag chair (1934), exchanging traditional techniques for straight cuts,

mechanical fasteners, and painted finishes. Forty years later, architecture professor Ken Isaacs

pushed the same ideas further with an “Erector set” system of wood bars and machine bolts

that could be assembled into a variety of structures. �above: �Modernist. Gerrit Rietveld

abstracted furniture, reducing it to a simple cloud of parts attached with mechanical fasteners.

He did the same in architecture, experimenting with modularity and prefabrication.Postwar.

After World War II, the accelerated growth and prosperity of 1950s America were followed by

the social tumult of the 1960s and economic stagnation in the 1970s. Designers were quick to

react. In 1968, Stewart Brand published the first Whole Earth Catalog, a sourcebook of “tools”

for homesteading and associated skills. Architect Paolo Soleri founded Arcosanti in the Arizona

desert in 1970. Buckminster Fuller developed the geodesic dome as cheap, sustainable

housing for the masses. Lloyd Kahn published Domebook 1 & 2 (1971) and Shelter (1973),

introducing alternative building methods adapted from both modern designers and indigenous

cultures. Victor Papanek and James Hennessey authored the first Nomadic Furniture (1973), a

guide to DIY flat-pack, inflatable, and disposable furniture. Around that same time, Italian

designer Enzo Mari published Autoprogettazione, a DIY furniture manual based on standard

sizes of milled lumber fastened with simple nails. �above: �Postwar. The 1960s and ’70s saw the

launch of many design projects with counterculture intentions. Enzo Mari’s chair — named

simply “Seat” — was an attempt to radically change the way furniture was designed,

distributed, and built.Punk. As the seventies progressed, young folks faced a broken economy

and political turmoil. In 1976, The Ramones released their self-titled debut, soon followed by

the Sex Pistols’ seminal single “Anarchy in the U.K.” When their music was banned from

commercial radio, the Pistols went DIY, making and distributing homemade tapes on tiny mail-

order music labels. The same spirit of self-reliance inspired fashion and graphic design, as

punks outfitted themselves in found outfits and advertised their shows with collaged,

photocopied posters. �above: �Punk. Punks made their own clothes, patching together thrift-store

finds with safety pins — radical repair as political protest. The initial raw energy of punk

diffused into many styles in the nineties, yet the DIY methods remain as templates for any self-

reliant artist today.Maker. The relative peace and prosperity of the nineties were shattered by

the attacks of September 11. Concerns about war, rising energy prices, and the collapse of an

Internet-stock bubble damaged the economy. The following decade has seen a resurgence in

handmade culture — as a way of saving money, in a search for authenticity, as a reaction

against Internet-centric society, or perhaps in a quest for control over something in an

increasingly out-of-control world. In 2002, Shoshana Berger and Grace Hawthorne launched

ReadyMade magazine out of Berkeley, California, showcasing clever furniture designs

executed with found objects and off-the-shelf parts. In January 2005, MAKE magazine began

publication, chronicling the emergent maker community with quarterly issues and an extensive

website. Instructables launched that same year as a platform for sharing DIY instructions,

quickly followed by Etsy, an online marketplace for handmade goods. �above: �Maker. Concerns

about global warming have informed design, from fuel-efficient jetliners and hybrid cars to

modular housing and vertical farming. Not coincidentally, today’s DIYers are propelled by very

old motivations — saving money, getting healthier, and reconnecting with the world.The waves

of guerilla design historically have coincided with periods of social and economic upheaval,

and today is no different. The Great Recession, climate change, technological innovation,

political instability — the world is realigning, and there are more sophisticated resources



available to the guerilla than ever before. Makerspaces are sprouting all over, giving ordinary

folks access to industrial machinery and expert tutelage (see Makerspaces �'” �). New websites are

spreading open-source software and instructions for making just about anything. Urban

gardeners are bringing food production back to the cities. Deconstruction and salvage

warehouses are mining old buildings for raw materials. Manufacturing is returning to American

shores. All of these converging trends have created unprecedented opportunity for the nimble,

underground designer: the guerilla.Guerilla SustainabilityThe American continent has been

logged, mined, and hunted from coast to coast. Yet, even as settlers were busy cutting forests

and plowing up prairie, they were frugal, well aware of the amount of labor it took to make

things. We have long been a nation of sock-darners and candle-savers, feeding table scraps to

the pigs and boiling bones for soup stock.In the last century, “green” concepts have come and

gone. Citizens were encouraged to economize during the world wars. Rationing saved key

resources for the troops overseas. In the 1970s, back-to-the-landers abandoned the suburbs

and made a go at organic farming and communal living. Now, it seems like everyone is looking

at their carbon footprint and trying a locavore diet. There is legitimate and growing global

concern about carbon emissions, peak oil, and a warming planet.Our culture tends toward

reactive, technological solutions to these problems. Proposals abound — building seawalls,

pumping carbon emissions underground, driving hybrid cars — all designed to allow us to

continue our current lifestyle while somehow mitigating its impact. But these ideas ignore

reality: Americans comprise 5 percent of the world population and use 25 percent of the

world’s energy. There is no easy way out of that equation, only the obvious: we must use

less.Frugality is the cornerstone of guerilla sustainability. Most of the projects in this book start

with salvaged materials, which are abundant and free. Using alley finds keeps things out of the

waste stream. Conventional recycling, while laudable, is still an energy-intensive process that

requires extensive transportation and waste processing. It is better to take advantage of

materials as they are, without adding to the carbon burden that has already been generated by

their manufacture.The greenest object is one that already exists. If something is built to last, it

doesn’t need to be thrown into a landfill. Physical durability is the easy part; it’s more difficult to

design for aesthetic durability, so that an object can age gracefully. Since wear is inevitable,

tastes change, and the future is hard to predict, the best guerilla designs are repairable,

hackable, and robust. Nearly every project in this book breaks down into constituent parts,

ready for recycling, reuse, or wholesale reinvention.In the world of manufacturing, planned

obsolescence ensures consumers will keep spending money on new products. However, the

guerilla can creatively bend obsolescence to sustainable ends. Used for a short period of time

(say, two college semesters), a cardboard chair can be recycled instead of lugged home and

stored for another year (saving the carbon footprint of all that transportation!). When glued with

all-natural wheat paste, cardboard can be recycled, composted, or burned — no landfill

needed. For longer-lived projects, the life cycle must still be taken into account. Dissimilar

materials, like wood and metal, are joined with bolts so components can be separated and

reused or discarded appropriately. If the piece is still functional, taking it to a thrift store is

always a good option.There’s an old story, perhaps apocryphal, about the U.S. and Soviet

space programs during the Cold War. The Americans, looking for a way for astronauts to write

in the cold, zero-gravity Mercury capsules, spent millions of dollars developing a pressurized

space pen. The Russians used a pencil. The guerilla takes a pencil approach to sustainability:

frugality, durability, and (responsible) disposability.Guerilla PhilosophyMy education as a

designer and craftsman has followed two parallel tracks: the academic study of design and the

practical study of building arts. Formal design disciplines, created several centuries ago,



developed a fault line between those who design and those who make. Our culture tends to

regard the former as somehow intellectually superior, ignoring the mental complexity inherent

in manual work.Consumerist culture has further reinforced these fault lines, as individuals find

themselves radically separated from the processes that sustain them. We have little

understanding of where our food comes from, how water finds its way to our faucets, or who

made the shiny screens in our pockets. The infrastructure of the world has become

confounding, full of misfiring automatic doors, nonflushing touchless toilets, baffling

thermostats. We increasingly interact with virtual interfaces and faceless people, disconnected

from the physical realm.As our culture sinks into incomprehensibility, design and construction

become a means by which we can understand the world around us. Reclaiming manual

competency satisfies the fundamental human urge to make sense of our environment,

grounded in the grit of splinters, sawdust, and muttered curses. Hand-building furniture (or

anything else) is also a political act — a practical protest against corporate hegemony,

environmental destruction, and individual apathy. Building as an act of resistance flips the usual

paradigm of protest, creating positive products instead of merely tearing down the status

quo.However, the practice of disciplined craft is not a violent pursuit. Guerilla, as used in this

book, refers not to a warrior so much as an irregular, or one who stands in opposition to

societal customs. As an irregular, I choose to exempt myself from certain aspects of consumer

culture in favor of doing it myself. In my work, I attempt to adhere to the following four

values.The Four Values of Guerilla DesignOneEconomyEach project in this book is an exercise

in material, visual, and fiscal efficiency, built from the by-products of the modern consumer-

industrial complex. A guerilla designer should maximize resources, minimize waste, and

leverage available assets.TwoHonestyMaterials bear a patina of time and marks made by the

passage of human hands, thus communicating their history and potential. A guerilla designer

should obtain material honestly and treat it respectfully, avoiding elaborate ornamentation or

obscuring finishes.ThreeUtilityFurniture is a functional art meant to solve a number of

mundane, practical problems. A guerilla designer should strive for ergonomic, stable,

structurally sound solutions.FourBeautyBeauty is, of course, subjective and elusive. However, if

a design is spare, honest, and useful, it often ends up being beautiful by nature. The guerilla

designer should develop coherence of form, color, craftsmanship, and conceptual

idea.“Proceed and be bold.”— Samuel MockbeeThe Guerilla WorkshopI have moved once a

year for the last six years. Not everyone bounces around quite so much, but technology and a

shifty economy certainly have made folks more mobile than in the past, while the housing

collapse has created a new class of renters. However, moving frequently and renting need not

crimp your ability to build furniture — workshops can be improvised anywhere with an

extension cord and a little creativity.The places I’ve lived in over the years have varied widely: a

wide-open loft, a few rooms rented out of a larger house, a two-bedroom above a copy shop, a

tight Chicago studio, and a big, communal apartment at Arcosanti. All of them lacked storage

space or much room to make a mess, but each had an accessory space where I found a way

to do my work. Here are some ideas for carving out a workspace in tight quarters.Storage unit.

When living in an urban apartment building, there is usually a basement storage space allotted

to each unit. This can be a perfect place to put some tools, materials, or finished pieces. If the

storage space has walls, it can contain the dust and noise of a few circular saw cuts. Cut and

prepare material in the basement, then bring it upstairs to the apartment for clean

assembly.Porch or deck. While attending school in Alabama, I lived in four rooms carved out of

an antebellum house. I had an impromptu workspace on the screened side porch, setting up

sawhorses to sand a tabletop. Porches and decks are great — protected from rain, well



ventilated, and within private property lines. Lay down flattened cardboard boxes to protect the

floor, and run an extension cord through the screen door. In good weather, a flat patio can

serve the same function.Garage. This is a natural home workshop. The Internet and home-

improvement magazines are full of plans for turning a two-car garage into a pro-grade

woodshop. However, the guerilla doesn’t have to own a home to have access to that kind of

space. Cities, especially those with alley networks, are full of garages, many for rent.

Apartments in subdivided houses often have common garages. Set up a temporary space with

two sawhorses, a sheet of plywood, and a power strip, breaking down and sweeping up when

the project is finished.Extra room. Spare rooms or living rooms are the last resort for the

guerilla. Cutting wood in a living space is deafening, dirty, and mildly dangerous. That said, lots

of projects can be completed safely indoors, in the comforting presence of a TV and full

refrigerator. Most of the cardboard projects in this book are easy to do indoors; just use a

cutting mat to prevent scarring the floor. If a messy process must be attempted, try to clear out

upholstered furniture, shut doors, and lay down some plastic to protect the space. Sawdust, or

smoke created by an overheated blade or bit, can set off smoke alarms, so set up a fan

pointing out through an open window to vent any dust and smoke. A little prevention goes a

long way toward retaining a security deposit.Outdoors. Weather permitting, the great outdoors

can be the best workshop of all. With a little level ground, some sunshine, and a solid

extension cord, working outside is great. Cleanup is minimal and ventilation is superb. Working

on various jobsites over the years, I’ve set up chop saws in alleys, clients’ backyards, and even

on flat roofs. Just be mindful of generating sparks, blocking traffic, or falling off the

parapet.MakerspacesIn recent years, makerspaces have begun to pop up in many cities. They

offer access to industrial-grade woodworking, metalworking, and electronics equipment in

exchange for a membership fee. Many require members to take a basic competency class

before turning them loose on the tools. The cost may be an up-front barrier, but maker-spaces

offer great gear, tech support, and the space to get messy, as well as an opportunity to meet

other DIYers in your area. For simpler projects, take your cut list to the hardware store and they

will slice up the material for you for a small fee, though the accuracy may be less than

superb.ToolsThe guerilla fighter has traditionally armed himself with the simplest of weapons,

improvised from common materials or scavenged from the field of battle. The guerilla maker

does the same. Don’t believe the pushy, aproned folks at the hardware store; you need only a

very basic tool kit to build the furniture in this book (specialized tools are discussed further in

each Tools section). When you do buy, invest in good tools that will last a long time. Quality

equipment is available on Craigslist, eBay, or through manufacturer-certified resellers at decent

prices.Hand tools. Start with the basics: a sharp pencil, a tape measure, a square, and a box

cutter. Get a metal-bodied tape, at least 20 feet long, and a metal Speed Square, a right

triangle marked with angle measurements along the hypotenuse. A combination square,

consisting of a ruler and a sliding square piece with built-in level, is also very helpful. A solid

metal-bodied box cutter with breakaway blades is indispensable for every kind of project.

Protective glasses, tight-fitting work gloves (so loose fabric doesn’t get caught in moving parts),

and earmuffs round out the safety gear. �above: �Top to bottom: Box cutter, combination square,

Speed SquareOther hand tools crop up frequently: adjustable wrench, ratchet set, needle-nose

pliers, end pliers (for de-nailing scrap lumber), small crowbar, flathead screwdriver, block plane,

chisels, hammer, and clamps.Good hand tools last generations, and can be found at flea

markets and secondhand shops. Old tools are often preferable, solidly made of hardwood and

heavy steel. Polish off surface rust with light oil and steel wool. Wooden handles can be revived

with 220-grit sandpaper and tung oil.Power tools. Power tools are expensive and bulky. If



lacking storage and/or cash, borrow! Many a homeowner has an old saw in the basement

they’d be happy to part with for a few hours. Ask neighbors, friends, and family. A quick search

online may also find a tool library in your area, which may lend out tools temporarily in

exchange for a small membership fee. Big-box hardware stores also offer short-term tool

rentals, perfect for discrete tasks like sanding a tabletop.Tool storage. I keep my tools in two

break-pack totes — plastic chests used to transport small merchandise to stores. You can buy

these cheaply at big-box hardware stores. I added plywood dividers to keep things organized,

and the containers lock together for easy stacking. Another tote holds fasteners, wire, tape,

washers, nails, and glue, all sorted in plastic tubs. A toolbox should be arranged so that

everything is accessible without moving anything else (what Adam Savage, of MythBusters,

calls first-order accessibility). Lacking break-packs, use an old footlocker or milk crates, or build

a plywood box. Keep fasteners in peanut butter jars, coffee cans, mint tins, or plastic tubs. If

you know you are going to be moving often, invest in a used hand truck, stack on the totes, and

roll the shop away.The city is a fertile environment for the design guerilla, offering visual

inspiration, cultural resources, and abundant foraging grounds.Design tools. The guerilla,

however, is not only a builder; he is also a designer, documentarian, and micro-architect. I

design mostly by hand, drawing on napkins and bits of lumber, then proper paper. Use

whatever sketchbook you find most comfortable and a black felt-tip pen to record and refine

ideas. I keep a small, pocket-size notebook and a letter-size, graph-paper drawing pad by

Rhodia, which enables scale drawings.To figure out tough questions of ergonomics or

aesthetics, it can be helpful to make full-size drawings. Use chalk, a square, and a straightedge

to draft designs on the garage floor. Creating small-scale models is another way to figure out

tricky processes, like bending road signs. Use cereal-box chipboard to prototype different

folding schemes before applying the design to the metal.A wide variety of drawing apps are

now available for tablets and phones, as well as free 3-D modeling software like SketchUp.

Smartphones enable the guerilla to document the work. I photograph my drawings, for

reference, and then snap pictures of every step of the build process. These photos (and

sometimes videos) are invaluable in the future, allowing you to both remember and further

refine the process. One-touch uploads to Tumblr, Facebook, Twitter, or other online outlets

allow you to save and share your work, expanding the community of makers.Material

ForagingThe city is a fertile environment for the design guerilla, offering visual inspiration,

cultural resources, and abundant foraging grounds. Density of population produces a density of

stuff, and that stuff tends to collect at certain pinch points. To save money and landfill space,

the guerilla can mine these seams in the urban fabric for raw material.Successful foraging

begins at home. Many projects in this book rely on patient accumulation of junk — plastic bags,

pill bottles, cardboard boxes. Once a critical mass is achieved, the pile can be processed into a

new form. However, don’t let saving veer into hoarding. Guerillas are lightweight nomads and

harvest only what they need for the project at hand.Bigger materials, like plywood or two-by-

fours, have to be sought out in the world. Many big cities have extensive alley networks, which

are a gold mine of potential material. Homeowners embarking on maintenance projects or

cleaning out their garages leave scrap lumber in the alley. After Christmas, and during summer

moving season, stacks of flattened corrugated boxes appear tucked behind trashcans. Old

furniture can be broken down and used as lumber — think shelves, tabletops, or chair legs.

Treat your alleys and neighbors well, staying on the roadway and leaving things neater than

you found them. Bring a utility knife and work gloves to break down boxes in the field.New

residential construction usually involves a roll-off dumpster. In urban areas, where small lots

are crowded, the dumpsters are parked on the street. Anything in a dumpster on the public way



is fair game, and it is often full of usable lengths of lumber. Demolition of older buildings

provides better scrap, at longer lengths, than new construction, where the trash heap is mostly

short offcuts. Don’t hesitate to ask a carpenter on-site to look through their scrap pile — they

pay to get rid of it and are usually happy to see someone take it away for free.College

campuses are the best of both worlds: they are in a constant state of both construction and

population turnover. At the end of each semester, check dorm dumpsters for the latest in

futons, storage systems, and lamps. Lights are great — strip switches, sockets, and wire out of

the cheap fixture housing. Futon frames provide long, straight runs of prefinished lumber that is

easy to repurpose. Campuses are largely abandoned on the weekends, as staff and faculty

stay home, providing an opportune time to explore construction dumpsters. Engineering and

art department dumpsters tend to accumulate more lumber, metal, and interesting bits of

cardboard. Use the campus map signboards to locate the most promising hunting grounds.In

the suburbs, resources may be more spread out. In communities that lack alleys, prowl cul-de-

sacs for yard sales. The county dump or transfer station may allow scavenging from open

dumpsters (check with the manager). In rural Alabama, I stumbled into a great trove of old road

signs by merely asking (very politely!) at the county engineer’s office. Strip malls generate vast

amounts of paper waste. Drive around the back of the buildings, and each store usually has a

cardboard dumpster or a baling machine. Look especially at furniture and electronics retailers,

where big, heavy, double-wall corrugated boxes are the norm. Just a few fridge-sized boxes are

big enough to build a chair. Pallets collect around loading docks. Since they have to bear a lot

of weight, pallets are usually made from hardwood, like oak or poplar. Though difficult to de-

nail, pallets are a great source of free lumber.Most malls will have cameras and a security car,

but I have never been bothered; I guess nobody wants to mess with a dumpster diver. Should

you be stopped by a security officer, tell them you are collecting refuse left on the public way. If

they insist, just leave. There are other alleys to roam.Of course, the modern guerilla doesn’t

just stalk alleys hoping to get lucky. Craigslist, Freecycle, and eBay are other great resources.

Bookmark the “free” section of Craigslist and check it regularly. Free-cycle, while not in as

many cities, is guaranteed to only have free stuff. When looking for something specific — say, a

wheelbarrow shell — post a wanted ad on Craigslist, offering to haul it away. For projects that

require a lot of little, repeated items that take time to collect, ask around on Facebook or

Twitter. If friends are collecting on your behalf, you can amass 50 pill bottles (see Pill Bottle

Pendant Lamp �'” �) in a fraction of the time it might take to stockpile them yourself.The venerable

ol’ Goodwill or Salvation Army stores have solid hunks of furniture that cost very little.

Disassembled, they are a cheap source of hardwood. Salvage warehouses, which offer the

guts of deconstructed buildings, have been springing up all over the place. Habitat for

Humanity has opened a national salvage warehouse chain, called ReStore, whose profits are

recycled into more Habitat houses.As the guerilla becomes more experienced, materials seem

to appear everywhere. A daily dog walk becomes a foraging trip, slipping into alleys and under

train tracks. A grocery run will include a quick detour behind the building, packing the backseat

with cardboard boxes. The drive to work will turn into reconnaissance, scanning the curbs for

old furniture. The practiced forager never stops looking, eyes open for fresh

opportunities.Design FundamentalsFurniture design is a complex triangulation, balancing

ergonomics, structure, and form. Guerilla furniture design builds upon these fundamental

principles, layering in the use of salvaged materials and unconventional building techniques in

the pursuit of inexpensive, sustainable solutions. As you move beyond the case studies in this

book and begin designing your own pieces, keep in mind that the process is as important as

the product. Iterate repeatedly on paper, then prototype repeatedly in built form, and solid



designs will eventually emerge from the sawdust and pencil shavings.The Human

FormHumans come in an astonishing variety of shapes, sizes, and colors, yet there is an

equally astonishing similarity in the measure of bodies and limbs across the human spectrum.

Accordingly, building codes and manufacturing standards have codified a set of dimensions

that rule our world. American architects and other design professionals routinely turn to two

resources — Architectural Graphic Standards and the International Building Code — for

everything from the width of doorways to the height of countertops.Much of the information in

AGS and the IBC is based on a single work, The Measure of Man, first published in 1959 by

industrial designer Henry Dreyfuss. The raw data used to write that book was drawn from

records collected by the U.S. Army during World War II as the government processed millions

of recruits. Because the soldiers were all men in a certain age range, the data were skewed,

ignoring women, children, the elderly, and the disabled. Over time, and many revisions, that

sample has been broadened. The dimensions laid out in AGS and building codes throughout

the country are meant to accommodate the most people as comfortably as possible.The

projects in this book use a combination of established standards and rules learned through

years of experimentation. Mass-manufactured products have not arrived at their dimensions by

accident; they have been carefully tested and examined. In that sense, the world is filled with

research subjects. When in doubt, merely take a tape measure to yourself or the furniture

around you to confirm proportions.“A chair is a little piece of architecture that one man can

handle.”— Charles EamesStructure and StabilityForce arrives in three forms: compression,

tension, and shear. Compression, familiar to all of us as gravity, is the direct downward

application of pressure. This causes a structural member to deform by crushing or bending

until it breaks. Tension, familiar to all of us as stretching, is the direct application of pulling

pressure. This causes a structural member to elongate until it gives way. Compression and

tension work in perpendicular alignments. Shear is any force that is not perpendicular or

parallel to a surface or structural member. It is what causes a square bookcase to lean into a

parallelogram over time. All furniture, through material and form, needs to resist these three

forces.Median Measurementsforce diagrams �above: �Unloaded Beam �above: �Compression. A

direct downward application of force compresses the top side of the beam and stretches the

underside until the failure point is reached. �above: �Tension. Pulling forces stretch the material to

the failure point. �above: �Shear. Asymmetric forces deform the material from opposing

directions.Forces are applied to structures by two types of loads. A live load is the force

generated by the occupant of the furniture — a person in a chair or books on a shelf. A dead

load is the mass of the structure itself. A simple understanding of these forces illustrates why

furniture is built the way it is.Tables are straightforward structures, consisting of a flat, elevated

surface. They generally receive little compressive force — the weight of the tabletop itself is

usually the greatest load. However, they do need to be able to support the weight of someone

occasionally sitting or standing on top of them.Tables usually have four legs, relatively tall,

spread quite far apart. Each leg wants to go its own way, shearing left or right. To lock them in

place, most tables rely on an apron, a set of boards that run around the perimeter of the

underside of the table, locking the legs to the tabletop and to one another. Triangulating a

brace off each leg, in each direction, will prevent the leg from moving. Tenoning �'” � buries the leg

in the tabletop to lock it in place. A tenon is a carved projection that fits into a corresponding

mortise, or hole. The shoulders of the tenon then bear against the underside of the tabletop,

counteracting wobble. A tension member at the base of the legs prevents them from spreading

outward under load. A trestle table consists of two transverse supports linked by a longitudinal

member, a strategy most commonly seen in basic wooden picnic tables. �above: �Farmhouse-



style Trestle Table �above: �
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Depends on what you are looking for. Not what I was expecting. I was

hoping the furniture designs were made with more lasting materials like reclaimed woods and

metals. Cardboard furniture is cool but not functional in a house with kids and pets. The

instructions seemed easy enough, the layout is very well done, and the pictures are great, but I

was hoping it was a little more advanced. It's great for a beginner and can inspire some cool

ideas, so it depends on what you are looking for.”

Nicholas Starinsky, “full of great ideas! easy to build. full of great ideas! easy to build. much

emphasis on sourcing of materials, which is great if you are on a budget or care about the

environment.”

Vicky, “The challenge is on!. We are looking forward to many of the projects described in this

book.  Seems like so much fun to make a chair of cardboard of all things.”
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S bright, “Five Stars. Very interesting ideas”

Ebook Tops Reader, “really slow delivery but great resource book. really slow delivery but great

resource book, full of great ideas which will be good to take into a classroom”

DaTool, “Meh. Trae buenos diseños e ideas, pero yo esperaba más cosas sobre técnicas y

diseño que ejemplos "reales". Está bien si solo quieres algún libro de referencia, pero creo que

diseños similares los pudieras conseguir en Pinterest sin tener que desembolsar un peso.”

The book by Will Holman has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 87 people have provided feedback.
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